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Climate Severity Index
• Original procedure developed for Spain

• Extrapolated to Europe and presented by Servando
Alvarez & Jose Luis Molina (AICIA, Sevilla)

• See AICIA WP 2 document, Dec. 2009

• Used as starting point for further elaboration by TNO:
• Adapted, simplified (robust and transparent) 

method proposed and discussed at ASIEPI 
meeting, February 10, 2010 

• This presentation: explanation of the adapted method
• Worked examples are in preparation by Marleen 

Spiekman
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Main characteristics of the AICIA 
procedure (applied on Europe)

Each location gets an index on a Climate Severity Index scale: CSIloc
Different scales for

Heating needs: CSIH;nd;loc
Cooling needs: CSIC;nd;loc

If necessary: different scales for energy use (needs+system losses): 
CSIH;us;loc;  CSIC;us;loc

Comment TNO: preferably not, keep it simple! (because more details 
means more noise)

Illustration, for H (winter):

Sevilla Rome
Madrid Burgos

Paris
A’dam

Brussels

Prague Helsinki
Warschau

H: heating C: cooling
nd: needs us: use
loc: location
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AICIA procedure (applied to Europe):
How to calculate the CSI(‘s) for a location?
Step 1: Set CSI values for a limited number of selected

locations:
1) Define a limited number of reference locations
2) Define a set of cases (AICIA: one ref. building with

varying insulation level (low-> high) and orientation (S, 
E, N, W)

3) Run energy simulations: for each location same set 
of cases, but own climate

4) Average the results of all cases per location
=> average energy use for all cases: QH;loc and QC;loc

5) Normalize by the result for a reference location = 
Brussels 
CSIH;loc = QH;loc / QH;Brussels
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AICIA procedure (applied to Europe):
How to calculate the CSI(‘s) for a location?
Step 2: For any other location: get CSI from

“interpolation”:
1) Define main climate factors, such as: 

(θint – θext) (temp.difference) or DD (degree days)
Isol (incident solar radiation), e.g. at average 
orientation

2) Regression analysis
e.g.:     
CSIH;loc = aH * (θint – θext)loc – bH * Isol;loc
with aH and bH regression coefficients

int: internal
ext: external
sol: solar
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AICIA procedure (applied to Europe):
What is the use of the CSI’s?

Within ASIEPI, the CSI’s are primarily intended to 
compare the minimum energy performance requirements
between countries or regions
Illustration:

: Score per location

Score worse than
average, taking into
account the climate

Score better than
average, taking into
account the climate

Climate Severity Index
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AICIA procedure (applied to Europe): 
Comments by TNO

AICIA procedure applied to Europe is a good
basis
But it can be refined and it should be simplified

more robust and transparent

Main bottlenecks to solve:

I) How to define the set of cases?
II) How to combine CSI’s for heating, cooling, 
etc. overall climate severity…
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I) AICIA procedure (applied to Europe): 
How to define set of cases?

AICIA: create a set of cases, for a given type of building 
(e.g. residential) that is a mix of all over Europe

includes both low U-values and high U-values, etc.
Disadvantage:

The low U-value cases in this set are exotic for warm
climates

The high U-value cases in this set are exotic for cold
climates

Consequently the set is not representative, neither
for locations with a warm climate nor for locations
with a cold climate, nor for locations with moderate 
climate…
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I) AICIA procedure (applied to Europe): 
How to define set of cases?

Conclusion 1: Discrepancy in accuracy
The use of a detailed simulation tool and high 

number of cases suggests a high accuracy
But the selection of a ‘one-size-fits-all’ basket of 

cases leads to very non-representative and 
therefore highly biased results (low precision)

More balanced approach: 
to get the CSIloc values, it is better to make a 

simpler estimation of QH;loc and QC;loc, 
combined with a more representative case or
cases



Simplified method, less biased and more 
robust and transparent

Instead of detailed simulation, estimate the energy needs (or use) for obtaining the CSI 
by a simplified but robust and transparent method involving the main climate
parameters and the main building parameters

QCSI;H;loc = result of set of detailed simulations

QCSI;H;loc = aH* (θint – θext)loc – bH * Isol;H;loc – cH

The coefficients aH, bH and cH represent the main building parameters:

aH = Htr+ve = Σ(Aj*Uj) + ρ*cp*qve
bH = Σ(Agl*ggl)
cH = Qint

Values for aH, bH and cH are obtained by using the building
characteristics from a representative (‘ reference’) case or cases

Final step, as in AICIA approach: CSIH;loc = QH;loc / QH;Brussels

Note that this simplified method does not require any detailed
simulation!!

tr: transmission heat transfer
ve: ventilation heat transfer
j: external construction j
qv: vent.flow
gl: glazings
int: internal heat gains
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Questions & Concerns and Answers (1)

Question 1: In this simplified method, what is the difference
between the selected locations (“step 1” in the AICIA approach) and 
the other locations (“step 2” in the AICIA approach)? 

Answer: The nice thing about the simplified method is that there
is no need for two steps; no need for selected locations: CSI can
be calculated directly for each location

Question 2: Are the climate parameters annual average data? If
these are seasonal data: how do you know the typical length of 
heating and cooling seasons? 

Answer: Good question! The estimation is done on a monthly
basis, with monthly mean climate data, with QH;loc obtained as 
the sum over all months for which QH;loc;m > 0 
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Questions & Concerns and Answers (2)

Concern 3: Representative cases should include typical system
performance, gain utilization factor (conform EN ISO13790 for
heating), loss utilization factor (conform EN ISO 13790 for cooling), 
heat recovery etc.. 

Answer: No problem: these can all be included in the building 
parameters; remember: all we need is a simplfied way to 
characterize the climate, there is no need for a very fine 
accuracy

Question 4: All well, but how to define building parameters that are 
representataive for a given climate? So the cases are different 
per location? Then the climate index is partly determined by energy
saving measures.. I Doesn’t this lead to a circular argument?

Answer: (1) Yes, the cases must be differentiated per location if
the climate is different; (2) No, the differentiation shall only be
defined on the basis of climate, not on the basis of the actual
situation in the given location. 
We will show how this works on the next pages..
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Questions & Concerns and Answers (3)

Concern 5: Should we not calculate Q per m2 floor area, 
otherwise we mix large and small buildings? 

Answer: That could be done, but it makes no difference: the 
result is a relative scale (normalized); the CSI is the ratio 
between energy calculated for the given location compared to 
the reference location

Concern 6: We cannot work with a CSI for heating and a separate 
CSI for cooling, because we need to compare the overall energy
performance, with heating, cooling, hot water, etc. integrated. So
how could we, to start with, combine CSIH;loc and CSIC;loc? 

Answer: We will explain this further on; again, the simple
method helps us to do this in a straightforward way!
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Why and how to differentiate the building 
parameters between climates?
Why differentiate the building parameters between climates?

If not differentiated: e.g. Helsinki would get a CSI for cooling that is 
based on a building which is very a-typical for the climate the 
the index would be highly biased…

How differentiate the building parameters between climates? 
By taking into account that it is the natural tendency in each
climate to counter the climate effects, e.g.:

• It is natural to find lower Aj*Uj-values in case of 
higher (θint – θext)loc

• It is natural to find lower A*g-values (smaller windows, more 
shadings,..) in case of higher Isol;loc

After all: a first order approximation of a suitable building is 
much better than a very a-typical building
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First order approximation
General equation; example for heating (H), as shown before:

QCSI;H;loc = aH* (θint – θext)loc – bH * Isol;H;loc – cH
With:
aH = Htr+ve = Σ(Aj*Uj) + ρ*cp*qve
bH = Σ(Agl*ggl)
cH = Qint

(θint – θext)loc (K)

aH

Isol (W/m2)

bH

Typical A*U-values variation:
warm <-> cold climates: 

300 W/K <-> 150 W/K
aH = 300 – 5 * (θint – θext)loc

Typical A*g-values variation:
gloomy <-> sunny climates:
12 m2 <-> 3 m2

bH = 12 – 0,02 * Isol;loc
Typical internal gains variation: constant, around 800 W

• cH = 800 (W)
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Spelled out equations
QCSI;H;loc = Σ QCSI;H;loc;m (m = month 1, 2, .., 12)

With the sum restricted to the months with
QCSI;H;loc;m > 0

With:
QCSI;H;loc;m = (aH* (θint – θext)loc – bH * Isol;H;loc – cH)

with:
aH = a0 – a1 * (θint – θext)loc
bH = b0 – b1 * Isol;loc
cH = c0

Similar for cooling:
QCSI;C;loc;m = - (aC* (θint – θext)loc – bC * Isol;C;loc – cC)

NOTE (see also Q&A3 at a previous page): bC may include a 
representative value for the loss utilization factor. In any case: the more 
the equation resembles the monthly method of EN ISO 13790 the more 
cross-fertilization and certainty; as long as the need to keep it simple is 
kept in consideration
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But…..
Concern 7: But in this equation the differentiation between
climates is not only a function of climate, but also a function of 
the month, because the climate parameters are monthly
values!?!

Answer: That is a correct observation. The quick answer is 
that we only need a first order differentiation and the method
needs to be as simple, transparant and robust as possible, so
we accept this side-effect. But a perhaps better answer: also
in real practice some of the building parameters are season-
or weather-dependent: movable solar shading, overhangs
(with different effect in summer and winter due to the solar
position), extra ventilation for summer cooling, ventilation heat 
recovery in winter, etc.
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How to combine heating, cooling, etc.?
…Not by summing CSIH, CSIC (etc.)…
We wnat to plot the overall energy performance against the overall 
Climate Severity Index (“CSItot”)

How to get the Overall Climate Severity Index CSItot?
By summing CSIH, CSIC, (etc.)? : CSItot = CSIH + CSIC ??

If we follow the AICIA procedures the H and C scales are 
normalized independently. In that case it makes no sense to 
add the numbers and the clear answer is: No!
Example: for the reference climate Brussels (CSIH = CSIC = 1) 
this would e.g. lead to:CSIBrussels = 1 + 1 , while we know that for
Brussels the impact of the summer climate (CSIC =1) on the 
energy use is much less than the impact of the winter climate
(CSIH =1), so this equal weighting of normalized scales will not
lead to a physically sensible scale!
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How to combine heating, cooling (etc.)?
…By using a common normalizer to define
CSIH, CSIC (etc.)

The impact of the climate on the energy use for heating, cooling
(etc.) is already given by the UNnormalized climate severity
estimation: QCSI;H;loc; QCSI;C;loc (etc.)

E.g. for Stockholm, residential buildings:
QCSI;H;Stockholm >> QCSI;C;Stockholm

Conclusion: define the normalized CSIH , CSIC (etc.) on the 
basis of one common denominator for H, C (etc.) 

E.g.: 
CSIH;Stockholm = QCSI;H;Stockholm / QCSI;(H+C);Brussels
CSIC;Stockholm = QCSI;C;Stockholm / QCSI;(H+C);Brussels

Indeed: CSIH;Stockholm >> CSIC;Stockholm
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Final Questions & Concerns and Answers 
(1)

Question 8: The Overall Energy Performance includes also
Domestic Hot Water (W), Ventilation (V: fans), Lighting (L) and 
Household equipment (A: apparatus). How can these be included
in the Overall Climate Severity Index? 

Answer: By adding these types of energy uses, 
e.g. QCSI;W;loc = aW, with aW = aW0 (W), a constant, representing
the energy use for domestic hot water preparation

Question 10: Are the CSI’s intended to be independent of the 
type of building use (residential, office, education, hospital, ..)? 

Answer: No, they are normally different per type of building 
use, so the building parameters can be tuned for the type of 
builkdi. 
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Final Questions & Concerns and Answers 
(2)

Question 11: Has this simplified method been tested? How sensitive is 
the ranking of climates for the used building parameters? 

Answer: Worked examples and sensitivity studies are being carried
out. These may lead to adaptations. 
Note that in many countries, for comparison of minimum energy
performance requirements between countries, only data on the 
overall energy use are available; in practice there will be a large
variation in the distribution of the energy use over the types of 
energy use (heating, cooling, etc.). This variety may make it not self-
evident to define the reference building parameters for a specific
building use (residential, office, ..).
On the other hand, if for certain locations separate data of the energy
use for heating and cooling (etc.) are available, then it is worth while
to plot these separate energy uses against the separate CSI’s, as 
additional more detailed information.
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